
In early 1985, in the course of conversation,In early 1985, in the course of conversation,

Hugh Freeman (then Editor of theHugh Freeman (then Editor of the BritishBritish

Journal of PsychiatryJournal of Psychiatry) casually threw out) casually threw out

the suggestion that I might write a columnthe suggestion that I might write a column

for the journal similar to one entitledfor the journal similar to one entitled

‘One Hundred Years Ago’, occasionally‘One Hundred Years Ago’, occasionally

published in thepublished in the BMJBMJ. I was immediately in-. I was immediately in-

trigued and, despite a degree of apprehen-trigued and, despite a degree of apprehen-

sion, agreed on the spot. Once I began,sion, agreed on the spot. Once I began,

the element of apprehension evaporated: athe element of apprehension evaporated: a

job that I feared I might have found a crash-job that I feared I might have found a crash-

ing bore became a labour of love. Suitableing bore became a labour of love. Suitable

items, I discovered, were there in plentyitems, I discovered, were there in plenty

so that the problem soon became one of ex-so that the problem soon became one of ex-

clusion rather than inclusion. The journalsclusion rather than inclusion. The journals

systematically trawled, dating from 1885systematically trawled, dating from 1885

onwards, were theonwards, were the BMJBMJ, the, the LancetLancet, the, the

Journal of Mental ScienceJournal of Mental Science (the forerunner(the forerunner

of theof the British Journal of PsychiatryBritish Journal of Psychiatry), the), the

American Journal of PsychiatryAmerican Journal of Psychiatry and occa-and occa-

sionally the daily press. The first selectedsionally the daily press. The first selected

item was published in April 1985, and withitem was published in April 1985, and with

one exception an item has appeared inone exception an item has appeared in

every subsequent issue, now more thanevery subsequent issue, now more than

250 in total. What I have attempted to do250 in total. What I have attempted to do

in this article is to collate a selected numberin this article is to collate a selected number

of these items and to categorise them soof these items and to categorise them so

that they present a composite of snapshotsthat they present a composite of snapshots

of the passing scene as it impinged onof the passing scene as it impinged on

aspects of psychiatry and psychiatristsaspects of psychiatry and psychiatrists

(alienists) at the turn of the previous century.(alienists) at the turn of the previous century.

No period in history can be consideredNo period in history can be considered

in isolation: history is a continuum, andin isolation: history is a continuum, and

any period must be seen in relation to whatany period must be seen in relation to what

came before. In other words, what followscame before. In other words, what follows

later must be seen in the context of thelater must be seen in the context of the

events of at least the previous half-century.events of at least the previous half-century.

Psychiatry at the time we are consideringPsychiatry at the time we are considering

relates almost exclusively to what wasrelates almost exclusively to what was

available to patients in the public countyavailable to patients in the public county

asylums in Britain together with the fewasylums in Britain together with the few

patients remaining in private madhouses,patients remaining in private madhouses,

and their staff, medical and nursing. Theand their staff, medical and nursing. The

county asylums built from the mid-19thcounty asylums built from the mid-19th

century onwards were the result of intensecentury onwards were the result of intense

political pressure exercised by powerful,political pressure exercised by powerful,

well-meaning reformers of the calibre ofwell-meaning reformers of the calibre of

the 7th Earl of Shaftesbury (1801–1885).the 7th Earl of Shaftesbury (1801–1885).

(There is a poignant entry in Lord Shaftes-(There is a poignant entry in Lord Shaftes-

bury’s diary which expresses the plight ofbury’s diary which expresses the plight of

these unfortunates: it reads, ‘Madnessthese unfortunates: it reads, ‘Madness

constitutes a right as it were, to treat peopleconstitutes a right as it were, to treat people

as vermin’ (Scull, 1989).) These eminentas vermin’ (Scull, 1989).) These eminent

rereformers had a vision: they saw theformers had a vision: they saw the

long-long-suffering ‘pauper lunatics’ (the pejora-suffering ‘pauper lunatics’ (the pejora-

tive name used in Victorian times) trans-tive name used in Victorian times) trans-

ported into patients’ palaces set in Elysianported into patients’ palaces set in Elysian

fields. The patients must be well-fed, warmfields. The patients must be well-fed, warm

and comfortable. Furthermore, these newand comfortable. Furthermore, these new

‘palaces’ must be limited in size and house‘palaces’ must be limited in size and house

no more than 300 patients. What was atno more than 300 patients. What was at

the core of these starry aspirations wasthe core of these starry aspirations was

the belief that the dramatically improvedthe belief that the dramatically improved

environment the patients would enjoy wasenvironment the patients would enjoy was

enoughenough per seper se to bring about a cure forto bring about a cure for

whatever ailed them.whatever ailed them.

However, the grand design of the refor-However, the grand design of the refor-

mers was frustrated by the sheer weight ofmers was frustrated by the sheer weight of

economic, social and ecological upheavalseconomic, social and ecological upheavals

then erupting, particularly industrialisationthen erupting, particularly industrialisation

and concomitant urbanisation bringing inand concomitant urbanisation bringing in

its train an unparalleled increase in theits train an unparalleled increase in the

birth rate. For example, during the reignbirth rate. For example, during the reign

of George III (the period 1760–1820) theof George III (the period 1760–1820) the

population of England and Wales rose frompopulation of England and Wales rose from

7 million to 12 million, and the steep rise7 million to 12 million, and the steep rise

continued so that by 1890 the populationcontinued so that by 1890 the population

had reached nearly 30 million.had reached nearly 30 million. Pari passuPari passu,,

the number officially identified as insanethe number officially identified as insane

had risen to over 86 000 (Scull, 1982); thehad risen to over 86 000 (Scull, 1982); the

result was that the existing facilities forresult was that the existing facilities for

people with mental illness were over-people with mental illness were over-

whelmed and the hapless patients were thewhelmed and the hapless patients were the

victims. The irony was, therefore, that thevictims. The irony was, therefore, that the

dream mansions created by the reformersdream mansions created by the reformers

were barred precisely to those for whomwere barred precisely to those for whom

they were established. Instead, the unfortu-they were established. Instead, the unfortu-

nates were forced into workhouses, bride-nates were forced into workhouses, bride-

wells and, even more tragically, gaols.wells and, even more tragically, gaols.

Not surprisingly, there was a public outcry:Not surprisingly, there was a public outcry:

more lunatic asylums must be built. Andmore lunatic asylums must be built. And

they were – in plenty. Many of them werethey were – in plenty. Many of them were

built during the period under discussionbuilt during the period under discussion

and were still in existence until recentlyand were still in existence until recently

when the charismatic catchphrase ‘com-when the charismatic catchphrase ‘com-

munity care’ was transformed into a reality.munity care’ was transformed into a reality.

The newly built asylums, however,The newly built asylums, however,

were travesties of those dreamed up bywere travesties of those dreamed up by

the early reformers: they were huge, hous-the early reformers: they were huge, hous-

ing 2000 and more patients; they wereing 2000 and more patients; they were

crowded, uncomfortable and therapeuti-crowded, uncomfortable and therapeuti-

cally stagnant. They had become, in effect,cally stagnant. They had become, in effect,

society’s dustbins. The patients the staffsociety’s dustbins. The patients the staff

had to deal with (they had no choice as tohad to deal with (they had no choice as to

who was to be admitted) were, in additionwho was to be admitted) were, in addition

toto bona fidebona fide patients, an assorted rag-bagpatients, an assorted rag-bag

of social misfits: people with varying gradesof social misfits: people with varying grades

of learning disability; those addicted toof learning disability; those addicted to

drugs and alcohol, either acutely or chroni-drugs and alcohol, either acutely or chroni-

cally disturbed; those with personalitycally disturbed; those with personality

disorders of protean varieties; vagrants;disorders of protean varieties; vagrants;

the aged who had become an embarrass-the aged who had become an embarrass-

ment to their kin; pregnant single womenment to their kin; pregnant single women

who had been cast out by their relatives;who had been cast out by their relatives;

and anyone who by hook – and not infre-and anyone who by hook – and not infre-

quently by crook – could be squeezed intoquently by crook – could be squeezed into

whatever the law required to be ‘certified’.whatever the law required to be ‘certified’.

Voluntary admission was not an option.Voluntary admission was not an option.

Further evidence emerges from a graphicFurther evidence emerges from a graphic

description of conditions in Colney Hatchdescription of conditions in Colney Hatch

Hospital in 1851:Hospital in 1851:

‘No soonerhad the asylumfilledupthan a queue‘No soonerhad the asylumfilledupthan a queue
began to form of patients awaiting admissionbegan to form of patients awaiting admission
which stretchedintothe 20thcentury.Theywerewhich stretchedintothe 20thcentury.Theywere
numbered in hundreds.Most of them lingered innumbered in hundreds.Most of them lingered in
workhouseswhich had no facilities or in licencedworkhouseswhich had no facilities or in licenced
houses which were expensive. Those were thehouses which were expensive. Those were the
very evils county asylums were designed tovery evils county asylums were designed to
remove’ (Hunter & MacAlpine,1974).remove’ (Hunter & MacAlpine,1974).

Worse was still to come. The rosy opti-Worse was still to come. The rosy opti-

mism of the reformers and of the medicalmism of the reformers and of the medical

staff turned into bitter pessimism as theystaff turned into bitter pessimism as they

saw their already crowded hospitals chokedsaw their already crowded hospitals choked

with patients who were chronically insane.with patients who were chronically insane.

The improved environment had proved toThe improved environment had proved to

be no more than a palliative; mental illnessbe no more than a palliative; mental illness

for a substantial number remained stub-for a substantial number remained stub-

bornly incurable. So, for whatever reason,bornly incurable. So, for whatever reason,

the asylum population had spiralled asthe asylum population had spiralled as

described. It is not surprising, therefore,described. It is not surprising, therefore,

that the resulting appalling chaos meritedthat the resulting appalling chaos merited

the acid comment: ‘a gigantic asylum is athe acid comment: ‘a gigantic asylum is a

gigantic evil and, figuratively speaking, agigantic evil and, figuratively speaking, a

manufactory of chronic insanity’ (Arlidge,manufactory of chronic insanity’ (Arlidge,

1859).1859).

THE ARGUMENTTHE ARGUMENT

In shuffling the items to be included in thisIn shuffling the items to be included in this

paper, I found that they fell convenientlypaper, I found that they fell conveniently

into relatively few, but not necessarilyinto relatively few, but not necessarily

mutually exclusive, categories:mutually exclusive, categories:

(a) overcrowding in asylums(a) overcrowding in asylums

(b) classification of lunatics(b) classification of lunatics

(c) professional status of psychiatry(c) professional status of psychiatry
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(d) staffing and training in mental asylums(d) staffing and training in mental asylums

(e) diagnoses(e) diagnoses

(f) treatment(f) treatment

(g) the management of lunacy in general(g) the management of lunacy in general

(h) doctors(h) doctors vv. lawyers. lawyers

(i) the Medico-Psychological Association(i) the Medico-Psychological Association

(MPA).(MPA).

Overcrowding in asylumsOvercrowding in asylums

Because of their chaotic policy (or nonBecause of their chaotic policy (or non--

policy) of admissions, asylums had deterior-policy) of admissions, asylums had deterior-

ated into overcrowded, closed institutions,ated into overcrowded, closed institutions,

half workhouse and half prison. It is not sur-half workhouse and half prison. It is not sur-

prising, therefore, that relevant problemsprising, therefore, that relevant problems

are dominant in the selection of items. Pleasare dominant in the selection of items. Pleas

for a solution were made from asylums allfor a solution were made from asylums all

over Britain. For instance, in Irelandover Britain. For instance, in Ireland

((Journal of Mental ScienceJournal of Mental Science, February, February

1882), reference is made to Maryborough1882), reference is made to Maryborough

Asylum where the ‘asylum buildings wereAsylum where the ‘asylum buildings were

so overcrowded that he [the medical super-so overcrowded that he [the medical super-

intendent] had to place his patients underintendent] had to place his patients under

canvas’. Because of the numbers of patientscanvas’. Because of the numbers of patients

inappropriately admitted and the conse-inappropriately admitted and the conse-

quent overcrowding, protests were inevita-quent overcrowding, protests were inevita-

ble. One (ble. One (LancetLancet, 17 August 1895) refers, 17 August 1895) refers

to a report of the Lunacy Commissionersto a report of the Lunacy Commissioners

in which it states that the Commissionersin which it states that the Commissioners

‘have consistently expressed their opinion‘have consistently expressed their opinion

that the large numbers of known lunaticsthat the large numbers of known lunatics

is mainly due to causes other than anis mainly due to causes other than an

increase in the prevalence of insanity as anincrease in the prevalence of insanity as an

active disease’. It goes on to refer to an ana-active disease’. It goes on to refer to an ana-

lysis of the ages of the patients admitted andlysis of the ages of the patients admitted and

claims that there is ‘conclusive proof thatclaims that there is ‘conclusive proof that

the cases admitted above the age of 60 yearsthe cases admitted above the age of 60 years

have increased at a far more rapid rate thanhave increased at a far more rapid rate than

the admissions under that age. These casesthe admissions under that age. These cases

represent, probably, to large extent, transfersrepresent, probably, to large extent, transfers

from workhouse to asylums’.from workhouse to asylums’.

A further example of the gross abuse ofA further example of the gross abuse of

the purpose of lunatic asylums is evidencedthe purpose of lunatic asylums is evidenced

from the Royal Lunatic Asylum, Montrosefrom the Royal Lunatic Asylum, Montrose

((LancetLancet, 3 July 1897): in his report Dr, 3 July 1897): in his report Dr

Howden complains that ‘many of the pa-Howden complains that ‘many of the pa-

tients [are] admitted in a dying condition’tients [are] admitted in a dying condition’

and he suggests that ‘a medical man is re-and he suggests that ‘a medical man is re-

quired to certify that a patient is in a suffi-quired to certify that a patient is in a suffi-

ciently good state of health to be removedciently good state of health to be removed

to the asylum’.to the asylum’.

Yet another example of the abuse ofYet another example of the abuse of

certification, reported by Dr E. Goodallcertification, reported by Dr E. Goodall

((LancetLancet, 3 October 1900), is of a girl who, 3 October 1900), is of a girl who

‘is a source of great trouble at home, but‘is a source of great trouble at home, but

is neither mad enough to be in an asylum,is neither mad enough to be in an asylum,

not bad enough to be in gaol and probablynot bad enough to be in gaol and probably

best suited for a reformatory’.best suited for a reformatory’.

In Scotland too (In Scotland too (BMJBMJ, February 1896), February 1896)

there is talk of problems at the Royalthere is talk of problems at the Royal

Edinburgh Asylum resulting from theEdinburgh Asylum resulting from the

class-ridden society prevailing at that time:class-ridden society prevailing at that time:

‘Dr Clouston hoped the negotiations now in‘Dr Clouston hoped the negotiations now in
progress would lead to a diminution of theprogress would lead to a diminution of the
overcrowding ofthe rate-paidwards, and conse-overcrowdingofthe rate-paidwards, and conse-
quently to their difficulty in admitting the poorerquently to their difficulty in admitting the poorer
private patientswho applied for admission.’private patientswho applied for admission.’

Again in Edinburgh (Again in Edinburgh (Journal of MentalJournal of Mental

ScienceScience, July 1897), there is reference to, July 1897), there is reference to

‘the impossibility of continuing the present‘the impossibility of continuing the present

arrangements in respect of the insufficiencyarrangements in respect of the insufficiency

of the accommodation for the pauper in-of the accommodation for the pauper in-

sane’. However, the most graphic andsane’. However, the most graphic and

alarming item is headed ‘Housing the In-alarming item is headed ‘Housing the In-

sane’ (sane’ (Journal of Mental ScienceJournal of Mental Science, January, January

1897):1897):

‘The supplementofthe 50th Reportofthe Com-‘The supplementofthe 50th Reportofthe Com-
missioners in Lunacy contains the plans of sixmissioners in Lunacy contains the plans of six
newasylumsprovidingaccommodationfornearlynewasylumsprovidingaccommodationfornearly
five thousand five hundred insane persons.five thousand five hundred insane persons.
London County Council at Bexley Heath forLondon County Council at Bexley Heath for
2000,Lancashire for 2000 (chronic) at Winwick,2000,Lancashire for 2000 (chronic) at Winwick,
Stafford for 600 at Chedderton,West Sussex forStafford for 600 at Chedderton,West Sussex for
600 near Chichester and Middlesborough for600 near Chichester and Middlesborough for
250. . . .Themultiplication of asylums is so rapid,250. . . .Themultiplication of asylums is so rapid,
their cost so great, and their import sothreaten-their cost so great, and their import sothreaten-
ing that the question suggests itself, is there noing that the question suggests itself, is there no
otherway?’otherway?’

Apparently not. The multiplication con-Apparently not. The multiplication con-

tinued and, if anything, was accelerated. Fortinued and, if anything, was accelerated. For

example, the Horton Estate in Epsom, Sur-example, the Horton Estate in Epsom, Sur-

rey, covering a square mile in area, wasrey, covering a square mile in area, was

designated for 10 000 inmates – the largestdesignated for 10 000 inmates – the largest

cluster of mental hospitals in the world.cluster of mental hospitals in the world.

Comprising in chronological order ManorComprising in chronological order Manor

(1899), Horton (1902), St Ebba’s (1904),(1899), Horton (1902), St Ebba’s (1904),

Long Grove (1907) and West Park (1924).Long Grove (1907) and West Park (1924).

In the last case the building was interruptedIn the last case the building was interrupted

by the onset of the First World War.by the onset of the First World War.

Classification of lunaticsClassification of lunatics

A survey of inmates in lunatic asylums inA survey of inmates in lunatic asylums in

Britain at this time would reveal a bizarreBritain at this time would reveal a bizarre

hotchpotch of social misfits, some of themhotchpotch of social misfits, some of them

suffering fromsuffering from bona fidebona fide mental illness,mental illness,

but others with diagnoses less well defined.but others with diagnoses less well defined.

Perceptive workers in the field who couldPerceptive workers in the field who could

see the absurdity, or perhaps the inhuman-see the absurdity, or perhaps the inhuman-

ity, of the chaotic situation strongly recom-ity, of the chaotic situation strongly recom-

mended change (mended change (BMJBMJ, February 1895)., February 1895).

Mr Jenner-Fust, Local Government BoardMr Jenner-Fust, Local Government Board

Inspector, said:Inspector, said:

‘There canbeno doubtthatthetreatmentof im-‘There canbeno doubtthatthe treatmentof im-
beciles, especially those of the juvenile class, isbeciles, especially those of the juvenile class, is
totally different fromthat required for the insanetotally different fromthat required for the insane
and nothing can beworse for themto be kept inand nothing can beworse for themto be kept in
a workhouse where no education of any sort isa workhouse where no education of any sort is
given. . . . [He] considered it highlydesirable thatgiven. . . . [He] considered it highlydesirable that
more adequate provision shouldbemade for thismore adequate provision shouldbemade for this

afflicted class, since they are not fitting subjectsafflicted class, since they are not fitting subjects
for lunatic asylums.’for lunatic asylums.’

A further example of a more orderlyA further example of a more orderly

and progressive mind is given by Drand progressive mind is given by Dr

Yellowlees of Glasgow (Yellowlees of Glasgow (Journal of MentalJournal of Mental

ScienceScience, July 1884), who urged:, July 1884), who urged:

‘Every county or district should have two types‘Every county or district should have two types
of asylums for its pauper insane: one a hospitalof asylums for its pauper insane: one a hospital
fully equippedwiththe bestmeans of treatment,fully equippedwiththe bestmeans of treatment,
and receiving all new cases, the size not exceed-and receiving all new cases, the size not exceed-
ing 300. Another building, erected at half theing 300. Another building, erected at half the
cost, should be devoted to chronic cases only,cost, should be devoted to chronic cases only,
and should receive no patients from the cureand should receive no patients from the cure
asylum.’asylum.’

What has been described thus far is theWhat has been described thus far is the

fate of the pauper lunatic. For the affluent,fate of the pauper lunatic. For the affluent,

private care was available in madhouses orprivate care was available in madhouses or

licenced houses. Even so, private fundinglicenced houses. Even so, private funding

did not guarantee kind and sympatheticdid not guarantee kind and sympathetic

care. Unlicensed houses were to be foundcare. Unlicensed houses were to be found

where, for payment, unscrupulous crookswhere, for payment, unscrupulous crooks

would house at the cheapest rate people’swould house at the cheapest rate people’s

aged or afflicted relatives. Such a ‘Nursingaged or afflicted relatives. Such a ‘Nursing

Home or Hell’ was visited by two Commis-Home or Hell’ was visited by two Commis-

sioners in Lunacy (sioners in Lunacy (LancetLancet, 18 October, 18 October

1902), prompting this feeling of outrage:1902), prompting this feeling of outrage:

‘We have no doubt that the Alexandra Nursing‘We have no doubt that the Alexandra Nursing
House is not the only retreat of the kind whereHouse is not the only retreat of the kind where
helpless senility falls into a terrible environmenthelpless senility falls into a terrible environment
to amiserable grave.’to amiserable grave.’

Professional status of psychiatryProfessional status of psychiatry

As a professional discipline, psychiatry inAs a professional discipline, psychiatry in

Britain in Victorian times – if it existed atBritain in Victorian times – if it existed at

all – was in an embryonic state. The ‘madall – was in an embryonic state. The ‘mad

doctors’, or ‘alienists’, who in the main re-doctors’, or ‘alienists’, who in the main re-

presented psychiatry worked in low-statuspresented psychiatry worked in low-status

lunatic asylums and were rarely to be seenlunatic asylums and were rarely to be seen

or heard outside their institutions. Whator heard outside their institutions. What

private practice there was, the ‘carriageprivate practice there was, the ‘carriage

trade’, was the perk of consultant neuro-trade’, was the perk of consultant neuro-

logists who, with varying degrees of psy-logists who, with varying degrees of psy-

chiatric experience, plied their craft fromchiatric experience, plied their craft from

lofty rooms in Harley Street in London orlofty rooms in Harley Street in London or

Park Square in Leeds. An outstandingPark Square in Leeds. An outstanding

example of this hybrid was a neuropsy-example of this hybrid was a neuropsy-

chiatrist Dr John Hughlings Jacksonchiatrist Dr John Hughlings Jackson

(1835–1911). He began his medical train-(1835–1911). He began his medical train-

ing at the now defunct York Medicaling at the now defunct York Medical

School where one of his teachers was theSchool where one of his teachers was the

distinguished asylum alienist, Dr Danieldistinguished asylum alienist, Dr Daniel

Hack Tuke (1827–1895) who, most unu-Hack Tuke (1827–1895) who, most unu-

sually for the time, held an out-patientsually for the time, held an out-patient

clinic at the York Dispensary. Jackson at-clinic at the York Dispensary. Jackson at-

tended the clinic and was privileged to visittended the clinic and was privileged to visit

the West Yorkshire Pauper Asylum, laterthe West Yorkshire Pauper Asylum, later

known asknown as the West Riding Mental Hospi-the West Riding Mental Hospi-

tal, Wakefield. The Medical Superinten-tal, Wakefield. The Medical Superinten-

dent (from 1866 to 1876) was Dr (laterdent (from 1866 to 1876) was Dr (later

Sir) James Crichton-Browne (1840–1938),Sir) James Crichton-Browne (1840–1938),
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one of a succession of talented researchersone of a succession of talented researchers

working mainly on brain pathology andworking mainly on brain pathology and

histology. Hishistology. His West Riding Asylum Medi-West Riding Asylum Medi-

cal Reportscal Reports, six volumes of which were, six volumes of which were

published by him from 1871 to 1876, be-published by him from 1871 to 1876, be-

came world-famous, indeed far more pres-came world-famous, indeed far more pres-

tigious than thetigious than the Journal of Mental ScienceJournal of Mental Science,,

the official journal of the MPA. The regu-the official journal of the MPA. The regu-

lar ‘medical conversaziones’ held at thelar ‘medical conversaziones’ held at the

asylum flourished under his dynamic man-asylum flourished under his dynamic man-

agement and were attended and addressedagement and were attended and addressed

by leading neurologists and alienists. Moreby leading neurologists and alienists. More

importantly, he was well ahead of his timeimportantly, he was well ahead of his time

in inviting students of the Leeds Medicalin inviting students of the Leeds Medical

School to visit the asylum for tutorials onSchool to visit the asylum for tutorials on

the wards, which he often conducted him-the wards, which he often conducted him-

self. It would not be an exaggeration toself. It would not be an exaggeration to

claim that the centre of gravity for teach-claim that the centre of gravity for teach-

ing and research in psychiatry, if it existeding and research in psychiatry, if it existed

at all, had moved from London to York-at all, had moved from London to York-

shire, with emphasis on Leeds, Wakefieldshire, with emphasis on Leeds, Wakefield

and York. It would be apropos to mentionand York. It would be apropos to mention

that a tradition of psychiatric lectureshipthat a tradition of psychiatric lectureship

at Leeds Medical School dates from 1878at Leeds Medical School dates from 1878

and that the first part-time professor ofand that the first part-time professor of

psychiatry in Britain was appointed inpsychiatry in Britain was appointed in

1911, a post filled by Dr Shaw-Bolton,1911, a post filled by Dr Shaw-Bolton,

Medical Superintendent of WakefieldMedical Superintendent of Wakefield

Asylum.Asylum.

Although the primacy of Yorkshire inAlthough the primacy of Yorkshire in

the academic evolution of psychiatry inthe academic evolution of psychiatry in

Britain is obvious, London cannot be en-Britain is obvious, London cannot be en-

tirely overlooked. For example, John Con-tirely overlooked. For example, John Con-

olly lectured at Charing Cross Hospitalolly lectured at Charing Cross Hospital

from 1852, J. Fielding Blandford at Stfrom 1852, J. Fielding Blandford at St

George’s from 1871 and, after leavingGeorge’s from 1871 and, after leaving

Wakefield, Crichton-Browne lectured at StWakefield, Crichton-Browne lectured at St

Mary’s from 1881. That this recognitionMary’s from 1881. That this recognition

was, at most, grudging is illustrated by thewas, at most, grudging is illustrated by the

fact that none of these lecturers was ap-fact that none of these lecturers was ap-

pointed physician to the hospital he served.pointed physician to the hospital he served.

However, an important statement is quotedHowever, an important statement is quoted

in thein the BMJBMJ (23 April 1898 and 30 April(23 April 1898 and 30 April

1898) by Dr Henry Rayner (later Superin-1898) by Dr Henry Rayner (later Superin-

tendent of Hanwell), lecturer on mental dis-tendent of Hanwell), lecturer on mental dis-

eases at St Thomas’s Hospital, London,eases at St Thomas’s Hospital, London,

who instituted an out-patient departmentwho instituted an out-patient department

for mental diseases at that hospital and ad-for mental diseases at that hospital and ad-

vocated similar departments at other publicvocated similar departments at other public

hospitals. In extolling the benefits to thehospitals. In extolling the benefits to the

‘poorer classes’ (there are repeated illustra-‘poorer classes’ (there are repeated illustra-

tions of how class-ridden a society Britaintions of how class-ridden a society Britain

was prior to the First World War), therewas prior to the First World War), there

is a penetrating and long-sighted quotationis a penetrating and long-sighted quotation

which shows in a nutshell the Cinderellawhich shows in a nutshell the Cinderella

status of psychiatry in those days (status of psychiatry in those days (BMJBMJ,,

23 April 1898):23 April 1898):

‘The bane of alienismin the past has been its iso-‘The bane of alienismin the past has been its iso-
lation from general medicine. So long as thelation from general medicine. So long as the
treatment of mental disorders is restricted totreatment of mental disorders is restricted to

separate institutions set apart for the purpose,separate institutions set apart for the purpose,
so long will endure the foolish prejudice that aso long will endure the foolish prejudice that a
stigma of disgrace and of horror attaches to it.’stigma of disgrace and of horror attaches to it.’

This heartfelt denunciation of this ram-This heartfelt denunciation of this ram-

pant prejudice ends in a plea (pant prejudice ends in a plea (BMJBMJ, 30 April, 30 April

1898):1898):

‘Wewelcome the departure [advent of a psychi-‘Wewelcome the departure [advent of a psychi-
atric out-patient clinic] and trust to see a depart-atric out-patient clinic] and trust to see a depart-
ment of mental disorder as invariable andment of mental disorder as invariable and
necessary an adjunct to out-patient practice innecessary an adjunct to out-patient practice in
every general hospital as it is now theevery general hospital as it is now the
departmentof dermatologyor ophthalmology.’departmentof dermatologyor ophthalmology.’

The same radical, if not revolutionary,The same radical, if not revolutionary,

view is expressed (view is expressed (LancetLancet, 18 September, 18 September

1891) by Dr Francis Walmsley who called1891) by Dr Francis Walmsley who called

attention to ‘the desirableness of throwingattention to ‘the desirableness of throwing

open our asylums for the post-graduateopen our asylums for the post-graduate

study of insanity’. He says:study of insanity’. He says:

‘The more the medical practitioner can furnish‘The more the medical practitioner can furnish
hismindwithinformationinthis directionthelesshismindwithinformationinthis directiontheless
irksomewillhe findhis troubleswith lunatics be-irksomewillhe findhis troubleswith lunatics be-
come and themore will he succeed in furtheringcome and themorewill he succeed in furthering
the proper and efficient working of lunacy legis-the proper and efficient working of lunacy legis-
lation on behalf not less of the insane personslation on behalf not less of the insane persons
themselves than of the community in general.themselves than of the community in general.

Despite the hotchpotch of admissionsDespite the hotchpotch of admissions

to mental asylums, which the medical staffto mental asylums, which the medical staff

were powerless to stem, there were voiceswere powerless to stem, there were voices

in the wilderness that insisted in makingin the wilderness that insisted in making

themselves heard. One example (themselves heard. One example (LancetLancet,,

April 1886), protesting with biting witApril 1886), protesting with biting wit

against the iniquities of the Idiots Bill whichagainst the iniquities of the Idiots Bill which

failed to distinguish between idiots, imbecilesfailed to distinguish between idiots, imbeciles

and lunatics, described it as ‘not one whitand lunatics, described it as ‘not one whit

more intelligible as a means of analysis thanmore intelligible as a means of analysis than

the famous synthetical formula, ‘‘Caesarthe famous synthetical formula, ‘‘Caesar

and Pompey are alike, especially Pompey’’ ’.and Pompey are alike, especially Pompey’’ ’.

In similar vein (In similar vein (BMJBMJ, 8 October 1887), the, 8 October 1887), the

Inspector of Lunatic Asylums in Ireland letInspector of Lunatic Asylums in Ireland let

rip with ‘The classes in question – imbeciles,rip with ‘The classes in question – imbeciles,

epileptics and idiots – do not require in theepileptics and idiots – do not require in the

majority of cases what must be designatedmajority of cases what must be designated

as a genuine asylum treatment’.as a genuine asylum treatment’.

An eminently sensible doctor andAn eminently sensible doctor and

magistrate, George H. R. Dabbs, writes inmagistrate, George H. R. Dabbs, writes in

a letter to thea letter to the LancetLancet (24 November 1900):(24 November 1900):

‘Lunatic asylums are built for the insane: delirium‘Lunatic asylums are built for the insane: delirium
tremensis a passingmadness only, andisrecover-tremensis a passingmadnessonly, andisrecover-
able from the rigid withdrawal of the excitingable from the rigid withdrawal of the exciting
cause. . . .Among thepoor, ifthe Boardof Guar-cause. . . .Among thepoor, ifthe Boardof Guar-
dians cannot take such cases in, we as certifyingdians cannot take such cases in, we as certifying
magistrates are constrained to send these poormagistrates are constrained to send these poor
people to asylums.’people to asylums.’

Staffing and training in mentalStaffing and training in mental
asylumsasylums

Medical staffMedical staff

It must again be stressed that at this timeIt must again be stressed that at this time

mental asylums were singularly unattrac-mental asylums were singularly unattrac-

tive institutions in which to work and weretive institutions in which to work and were

regarded as something akin to leper colo-regarded as something akin to leper colo-

nies. Psychiatrynies. Psychiatry per seper se was ranked aboutwas ranked about

bottom in the medical curriculum for stu-bottom in the medical curriculum for stu-

dents; further, its practitioners were givendents; further, its practitioners were given

a sideways glance, or were considered witha sideways glance, or were considered with

frank suspicion by the medical professionfrank suspicion by the medical profession

and by and large by the public itself. Afterand by and large by the public itself. After

all, the lingua franca of psychiatry wasall, the lingua franca of psychiatry was

not English but German and, to a lesser ex-not English but German and, to a lesser ex-

tent, French. Those internationally famoustent, French. Those internationally famous

in the speciality were German or French:in the speciality were German or French:

examples of the former are Alzheimerexamples of the former are Alzheimer

(1864–1915), Kraepelin (1856–1926),(1864–1915), Kraepelin (1856–1926),

Nissl (1860–1919), Creuzfeldt (1885–Nissl (1860–1919), Creuzfeldt (1885–

1964), Binswanger (1852–1929) and Pick1964), Binswanger (1852–1929) and Pick

(1857–1924, a Czech), and of the latter,(1857–1924, a Czech), and of the latter,

Binet (1857–1911), Charcot (1825–1893)Binet (1857–1911), Charcot (1825–1893)

and Janet (1859–1947), all world players.and Janet (1859–1947), all world players.

The talking treatment (psychoanalysis) ofThe talking treatment (psychoanalysis) of

the Freudian variety was in its infancy andthe Freudian variety was in its infancy and

had apparently not yet reached our shores.had apparently not yet reached our shores.

In Britain, the plight of the medical staffIn Britain, the plight of the medical staff

(apart from the lordly medical superinten-(apart from the lordly medical superinten-

dents) is reflected in the contemporarydents) is reflected in the contemporary

medical literature. In a letter to themedical literature. In a letter to the BMJBMJ

(26 May 1894) the writer deplores the state(26 May 1894) the writer deplores the state

of the ‘Junior MOs’, who were ‘miserablyof the ‘Junior MOs’, who were ‘miserably

under-paid and under valued’; and a reveal-under-paid and under valued’; and a reveal-

ing statement in theing statement in the LancetLancet (16 July 1897)(16 July 1897)

points out:points out:

‘The proportion of medical officers in asylums is‘The proportion of medical officers in asylums is
wofully [sic] small, and with the ever-increasingwofully [sic] small, and with the ever-increasing
heavy duties of administration little time orheavy duties of administration little time or
energy is left for them for the treatment of theirenergy is left for them for the treatment of their
patients.’patients.’

The same theme is contained in the re-The same theme is contained in the re-

port of Broadmoor Criminal Lunatic Asy-port of Broadmoor Criminal Lunatic Asy-

lum (lum (LancetLancet, 11 February 1893), which, 11 February 1893), which

states, ‘There are 539 afflicted people instates, ‘There are 539 afflicted people in

the asylum for which there is the superin-the asylum for which there is the superin-

tendent himself and his two medical offi-tendent himself and his two medical offi-

cers’. As a reflection of the low status ofcers’. As a reflection of the low status of

assistant medical officers, the most damn-assistant medical officers, the most damn-

ing indictment of conditions under whiching indictment of conditions under which

they were expected to work and live in asy-they were expected to work and live in asy-

lums under the control of the Metropolitanlums under the control of the Metropolitan

Asylums Board, particularly Caterham Asy-Asylums Board, particularly Caterham Asy-

lum, is contained in a letter published in thelum, is contained in a letter published in the

LancetLancet (20 January 1900). The writer gives(20 January 1900). The writer gives

lurid details of the humiliating treatmentlurid details of the humiliating treatment

meted out to him and invites any attendingmeted out to him and invites any attending

applicant to apply first for information toapplicant to apply first for information to

any assistant medical officer employed byany assistant medical officer employed by

the Metropolitan Asylums Board.the Metropolitan Asylums Board.

As for formal academic teaching in psy-As for formal academic teaching in psy-

chiatry available to junior medical officers,chiatry available to junior medical officers,

reference has been made to available teach-reference has been made to available teach-

ing in Leeds and at selected medical schoolsing in Leeds and at selected medical schools

in London. For the rest, the would-be psy-in London. For the rest, the would-be psy-

chiatrist had the option either to studychiatrist had the option either to study
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abroad in notable centres such as Vienna,abroad in notable centres such as Vienna,

Heidelberg, Berlin or Zurich, or to learnHeidelberg, Berlin or Zurich, or to learn

the job at home. To attempt a rather betterthe job at home. To attempt a rather better

picture of the academic training available itpicture of the academic training available it

is necessary to go back to a little before theis necessary to go back to a little before the

period now considered.period now considered.

In 1865 Henry Maudsley (1835–1918)In 1865 Henry Maudsley (1835–1918)

persuaded the University of London to in-persuaded the University of London to in-

clude mental diseases in the curriculumclude mental diseases in the curriculum

for the final MB examination. In 1885 thefor the final MB examination. In 1885 the

General Medical Council added mental dis-General Medical Council added mental dis-

eases as a separate item to the curriculumeases as a separate item to the curriculum

and demanded that it should be tested. Thisand demanded that it should be tested. This

was usually done by the inclusion of awas usually done by the inclusion of a

single token question in the final medicinesingle token question in the final medicine

paper. However, the MPA had stolen apaper. However, the MPA had stolen a

march on Academe, and in 1865 had insti-march on Academe, and in 1865 had insti-

tuted its own qualification, the Certificatetuted its own qualification, the Certificate

in Psychological Medicine (CPM). Therein Psychological Medicine (CPM). There

was a prescribed condition of experiencewas a prescribed condition of experience

after which a written paper had to beafter which a written paper had to be

passed. A paper (passed. A paper (LancetLancet, 5 January 1889), 5 January 1889)

serves as a dramatic comparison betweenserves as a dramatic comparison between

the papers set then and in today’sthe papers set then and in today’s

MRCPsych examinations: the former is es-MRCPsych examinations: the former is es-

sentially a test of how to deal practicallysentially a test of how to deal practically

with mental patients in given situations.with mental patients in given situations.

Despite its inadequacies, the beginningsDespite its inadequacies, the beginnings

are to be seen of the grudging recognitionare to be seen of the grudging recognition

of psychiatry as an academic discipline.of psychiatry as an academic discipline.

Medical superintendentsMedical superintendents

The hierarchy in mental asylums could bestThe hierarchy in mental asylums could best

be described not as pyramidal but as linear,be described not as pyramidal but as linear,

so distant was the superintendent from hisso distant was the superintendent from his

subordinates. He was an autocrat (benevo-subordinates. He was an autocrat (benevo-

lent or otherwise) whose princely salary,lent or otherwise) whose princely salary,

house (a mini-mansion), retinue of servants,house (a mini-mansion), retinue of servants,

plus ample free provisions and coal, wereplus ample free provisions and coal, were

all evidence of the grandeur in which heall evidence of the grandeur in which he

and his family lived. The discrepancy be-and his family lived. The discrepancy be-

tween his lifestyle and that of his down-tween his lifestyle and that of his down-

trodden juniors naturally raised protest, ortrodden juniors naturally raised protest, or

envy. One full page (envy. One full page (BMJBMJ, May 1894),, May 1894),

signed ‘Hopeful’, launches a vitriolic at-signed ‘Hopeful’, launches a vitriolic at-

tack. ‘Hopeful’ writes, ‘the prevailing asy-tack. ‘Hopeful’ writes, ‘the prevailing asy-

lum spirit is one which makes for thelum spirit is one which makes for the

maximum comfort, exaltation and glorifi-maximum comfort, exaltation and glorifi-

cation of the superintendent’. Some sixcation of the superintendent’. Some six

years later (years later (LancetLancet, 9 June 1900) there is, 9 June 1900) there is

a robust counter-attack. The writer says:a robust counter-attack. The writer says:

‘. . . that the superintendent should be made a‘. . . that the superintendent should be made a
beast of burden and a jackof all trades ^ a statebeast of burden and a jackof all trades ^ a state
of thingswhich is not conducive to the best inter-of thingswhich is not conducive to the best inter-
ests of the public asylum service if a medical offi-ests of the public asylum service if a medical offi-
cer in charge of patients is required to do thecer in charge of patients is required to do the
work of a steward, an accounts clerk, a farmwork of a steward, an accounts clerk, a farm
bailiff, and housekeeper, and a manager of thebailiff, and housekeeper, and a manager of the
piggeries.’piggeries.’

Nurses or attendantsNurses or attendants

Any attempt at formal training of nurses orAny attempt at formal training of nurses or

(in the case of males) attendants employed(in the case of males) attendants employed

in asylums seems to have been a prettyin asylums seems to have been a pretty

hit-and-miss business. It seemingly de-hit-and-miss business. It seemingly de-

pended on the initiative and conscientious-pended on the initiative and conscientious-

ness of individual superintendents. Forness of individual superintendents. For

example, Dr Hitchcock of York (example, Dr Hitchcock of York (JournalJournal

of Mental Scienceof Mental Science, April 1886) reports:, April 1886) reports:

‘Duringthewintermonths Ihavegivenacourseof‘Duringthewintermonths Ihavegivenacourseof
lectures on elementaryanatomy, physiology, andlectures onelementaryanatomy, physiology, and
immediate treatment of injuries and accidentsimmediate treatment of injuries and accidents
etc. tothenurses andattendants ofthe asylum.’etc. tothenurses and attendants ofthe asylum.’

It was a great success, and his report ends,It was a great success, and his report ends,

‘. . . and if all is well I shall give a similar‘. . . and if all is well I shall give a similar

course next year’.course next year’.

However, a more formal and regulatedHowever, a more formal and regulated

effort was made in 1891. Under the titleeffort was made in 1891. Under the title

‘The Nursing of the Insane’ (‘The Nursing of the Insane’ (BMJBMJ, 9 May, 9 May

1891) is a report:1891) is a report:

‘The Council of the Medico-Psychological Asso-‘The Council of the Medico-Psychological Asso-
ciation are pressing forward their scheme forciation are pressing forward their scheme for
organising a system of practical instruction fororganising a system of practical instruction for
nurses and attendants in asylums to be followednurses and attendants in asylums to be followed
by examination and the granting of special certi-by examination and the granting of special certi-
ficates to thosewho are successful in passing theficates to those who are successful in passing the
required standard.’required standard.’

The MPA was as good as its word, andThe MPA was as good as its word, and

gives a resounding rebuff to a Sir W. B.gives a resounding rebuff to a Sir W. B.

Richardson (Richardson (LancetLancet, 3 August 1895). The, 3 August 1895). The

representative of the MPA writes:representative of the MPA writes:

‘I cannot allow such a statement to pass unchal-‘I cannot allow such a statement to pass unchal-
lenged.For years past the attendants and nurseslenged.For years pastthe attendants and nurses
on the insane have been carefully educated andon the insane have been carefully educated and
trained. . . . Altogether more than 1000 nursestrained. . . . Altogether more than 1000 nurses
and attendants possess the certificate which isand attendants possess the certificate which is
granted by the Medico-Psychological Associa-granted by the Medico-Psychological Associa-
tion of Great Britain and Ireland.’tion of Great Britain and Ireland.’

It could be added that in 1885 the MPAIt could be added that in 1885 the MPA

prepared a handbook (prepared a handbook (Handbook for theHandbook for the

Instruction of Attendants on the InsaneInstruction of Attendants on the Insane,,

commonly known ascommonly known as The Red BookThe Red Book, most, most

recently in a much larger and comprehen-recently in a much larger and comprehen-

sive guise in its ninth edition; Ackner,sive guise in its ninth edition; Ackner,

1964) ‘in the hope of helping attendants1964) ‘in the hope of helping attendants

of the insane in a due understanding ofof the insane in a due understanding of

the work in which they are engaged’. It isthe work in which they are engaged’. It is

a sad irony that in 1885 thea sad irony that in 1885 the Journal ofJournal of

Mental ScienceMental Science, of all journals, saw fit to, of all journals, saw fit to

publish a devastating review of the book.publish a devastating review of the book.

The anonymous critic writes, ‘We are notThe anonymous critic writes, ‘We are not

quite sure ourselves whether it is necessaryquite sure ourselves whether it is necessary

or wise to attempt to convey instructionsor wise to attempt to convey instructions

in physiology etc., to ordinary attendants’.in physiology etc., to ordinary attendants’.

DiagnosesDiagnoses

The psychosesThe psychoses

In his trail-blazing magnum opus,In his trail-blazing magnum opus, AA

Dictionary of Psychological MedicineDictionary of Psychological Medicine, pub-, pub-

lished in 1892, Daniel Hack Tuke attempts,lished in 1892, Daniel Hack Tuke attempts,

using his own and other contemporaryusing his own and other contemporary

ideas, a classification of mental diseases,ideas, a classification of mental diseases,

but it is generally accepted as unsatisfactorybut it is generally accepted as unsatisfactory

and has not passed the test of time. Of farand has not passed the test of time. Of far

greater importance, nosologically speaking,greater importance, nosologically speaking,

is the German psychiatrist Emil Kraepelin,is the German psychiatrist Emil Kraepelin,

whose legacy to posterity lies in his epicwhose legacy to posterity lies in his epic

conclusion that there are only two coreconclusion that there are only two core

mental disorders, manic–depressive illnessmental disorders, manic–depressive illness

and schizophrenia. Unfortunately, Kraepe-and schizophrenia. Unfortunately, Kraepe-

lin’s dictum post-dates the period nowlin’s dictum post-dates the period now

discussed.discussed.

The fact that there was no evidence ofThe fact that there was no evidence of

systematic classification is seen, for exam-systematic classification is seen, for exam-

ple, where Dr F. Magnier maintains thatple, where Dr F. Magnier maintains that

‘apart from idiocy and imbecility . . . the‘apart from idiocy and imbecility . . . the

mental diseases affecting young people aremental diseases affecting young people are

dementia praecox, acute mental confusion,dementia praecox, acute mental confusion,

acute delirium, folie periodique, menstrualacute delirium, folie périodique, menstrual

psychosis, and paranoia’ (psychosis, and paranoia’ (LancetLancet, 20, 20

October 1900) – a diagnostic rag-bag ifOctober 1900) – a diagnostic rag-bag if

ever there was one. However, the three re-ever there was one. However, the three re-

cognisable frequently diagnosed psychosescognisable frequently diagnosed psychoses

are dementia, general paralysis of theare dementia, general paralysis of the

insane and the psychoses associated withinsane and the psychoses associated with

alcohol misuse. An illustration is seen inalcohol misuse. An illustration is seen in

the 1899 annual report of the Londonthe 1899 annual report of the London

County Asylum, Claybury, Essex (County Asylum, Claybury, Essex (LancetLancet,,

22 December 1900):22 December 1900):

‘Of insanityassociatedwith senile decayonly10%‘Of insanityassociatedwith senile decayonly10%
were over 60 years of age . . .General Paralysiswere over 60 years of age . . .General Paralysis
has been found in 11% of the male admissionshas been found in 11% of the male admissions
and in nearly 4% of females. There has been aand in nearly 4% of females. There has been a
high percentage of insanity from alcohol, andhigh percentage of insanity from alcohol, and
more than double the number of women thanmore than double the number of women than
men have been admitted suffering frommania amen have been admitted suffering frommania a'
potu.’potu.’

Of the psychoses mentioned, the lastOf the psychoses mentioned, the last

two (alcohol-related insanity and generaltwo (alcohol-related insanity and general

paralysis of the insane) were consideredparalysis of the insane) were considered

the major scourges and deserve furtherthe major scourges and deserve further

comment. It is difficult at this distance tocomment. It is difficult at this distance to

appreciate the devastating effect of generalappreciate the devastating effect of general

paralysis of the insane at that time. Six toparalysis of the insane at that time. Six to

seven per cent of all mental asylum admis-seven per cent of all mental asylum admis-

sions at the time under review were due tosions at the time under review were due to

this disease, from which the great majoritythis disease, from which the great majority

of patients were doomed to die a wretched,of patients were doomed to die a wretched,

lingering death. Although syphilis was longlingering death. Although syphilis was long

suspected as the causative culprit, it wassuspected as the causative culprit, it was

not until later in the 20th century thatnot until later in the 20th century that

Hideyo Noguchi (1876–1928), a JapaneseHideyo Noguchi (1876–1928), a Japanese

American, discovered the spirochaete ofAmerican, discovered the spirochaete of

syphilis in the brains of these patients. Evensyphilis in the brains of these patients. Even

so, there was no effective treatment untilso, there was no effective treatment until

the Nobel laureate Julius Wagner-Jaureggthe Nobel laureate Julius Wagner-Jauregg

(1857–1940), an Austrian, initiated the first(1857–1940), an Austrian, initiated the first

successful treatment with malaria in 1917.successful treatment with malaria in 1917.

His treatment was eventually supersededHis treatment was eventually superseded

by the advent of penicillin.by the advent of penicillin.
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As to the ‘demon drink’, referencesAs to the ‘demon drink’, references

abound, although it is worthy of passingabound, although it is worthy of passing

mention that beer was paradoxically amention that beer was paradoxically a

commonplace item of the diet in asylums:commonplace item of the diet in asylums:

‘Therewas atthattime onlyone countyasylumin‘Therewas atthattime onlyone countyasylumin
which the dietary did not include beer’ (which the dietary did not include beer’ ( JournalJournal
of Mental Scienceof Mental Science, vol. 36,1976)., vol. 36,1976).

Nevertheless, the deep concern with inebri-Nevertheless, the deep concern with inebri-

ety was such that learned societies wereety was such that learned societies were

founded to study the problem. Such a onefounded to study the problem. Such a one

was the Society for the Study of Inebrietywas the Society for the Study of Inebriety

((BMJBMJ, July 1895), at a meeting of, July 1895), at a meeting of

which the director, Dr Rust, ‘placedwhich the director, Dr Rust, ‘placed

heredity as the chief cause of insanity, andheredity as the chief cause of insanity, and

alcoholism the second’.alcoholism the second’.

A legislative solution was attempted:A legislative solution was attempted:

the New Inebriates Act (the New Inebriates Act (BMJBMJ, 15 June, 15 June

1895) was passed in which ‘power is given1895) was passed in which ‘power is given

to the High Court and to the county courtsto the High Court and to the county courts

to commit to a licensed retreat an habitualto commit to a licensed retreat an habitual

drunkard for six months to two years ondrunkard for six months to two years on

application of a relative or friend supportedapplication of a relative or friend supported

by evidence on oath’ (the element of com-by evidence on oath’ (the element of com-

pulsion introduced in this Bill must be seenpulsion introduced in this Bill must be seen

in the context of compulsion introduced inin the context of compulsion introduced in

today’s new Mental Health Bill). But attoday’s new Mental Health Bill). But at

least one more enlightened voice was heardleast one more enlightened voice was heard

advocating treatment not punishment. Foradvocating treatment not punishment. For

instance (instance (BMJBMJ, 1 October 1892) this plea, 1 October 1892) this plea

is made: ‘Let trial be made of the methodis made: ‘Let trial be made of the method

of treating them [female inebriates] as dis-of treating them [female inebriates] as dis-

eased individuals in a hospital instead in aeased individuals in a hospital instead in a

prison’.prison’.

TreatmentTreatment

AlcoholismAlcoholism

Unfortunately, our predecessors were noUnfortunately, our predecessors were no

more successful in the treatment of alcohol-more successful in the treatment of alcohol-

ism than we are today, although it seemsism than we are today, although it seems

evident that this particular addiction wasevident that this particular addiction was

more prevalent than it is now. For example,more prevalent than it is now. For example,

Max Glatt, an acknowledged authority onMax Glatt, an acknowledged authority on

the subject of alcohol, talks about a severethe subject of alcohol, talks about a severe

‘gin epidemic’ in the 19th century (Glatt,‘gin epidemic’ in the 19th century (Glatt,

1982). Of the treatments in vogue then,1982). Of the treatments in vogue then,

there was the simplest, and yet the most dif-there was the simplest, and yet the most dif-

ficult of all – ‘cold turkey’. At a meeting officult of all – ‘cold turkey’. At a meeting of

the Society for the Study of Inebriety (the Society for the Study of Inebriety (Lan-Lan-

cetcet, 5 January 1889), Dr James Stewart, 5 January 1889), Dr James Stewart

read a paper on ‘Inebriety among theread a paper on ‘Inebriety among the

Cultured and Educated Classes’. AmongCultured and Educated Classes’. Among

his conclusions is ‘there is no danger inhis conclusions is ‘there is no danger in

the sudden and complete withdrawal ofthe sudden and complete withdrawal of

alcohol, no matter how severe’. He adds aalcohol, no matter how severe’. He adds a

rider: ‘The physician in charge ought him-rider: ‘The physician in charge ought him-

self to be a total abstainer so that the moralself to be a total abstainer so that the moral

treatment by example might supplementtreatment by example might supplement

therapeutic remedies’.therapeutic remedies’.

More heroic methods were recom-More heroic methods were recom-

mended in Russia (mended in Russia (LancetLancet, 3 May 1890)., 3 May 1890).

Dr Pombrak writes that he ‘foundDr Pombrak writes that he ‘found

strychnine a very valuable remedy, both instrychnine a very valuable remedy, both in

cases of chronic alcoholism and in thosecases of chronic alcoholism and in those

cases of dipsomania, not merely curing thecases of dipsomania, not merely curing the

attacks, but abolishing the desire for drink’.attacks, but abolishing the desire for drink’.

An even more nerve-tingling method is de-An even more nerve-tingling method is de-

scribed by three French researchers, Broca,scribed by three French researchers, Broca,

Salpelier and Thiebault, on the discoverySalpelier and Thiebault, on the discovery

of a so-called anti-alcoholic serum to beof a so-called anti-alcoholic serum to be

called ‘antiethylgline’. The method iscalled ‘antiethylgline’. The method is

received by the audience with scepticismreceived by the audience with scepticism

and the report of proceedings ends thus:and the report of proceedings ends thus:

‘It is only right to say that this thirsting ser-‘It is only right to say that this thirsting ser-

um which does away with any hungeringum which does away with any hungering

after brandy but preserves the taste for wineafter brandy but preserves the taste for wine

was received by the Academy with smilingwas received by the Academy with smiling

incredulity’.incredulity’.

The neurosesThe neuroses

Neurasthenia and hysteria at this time seemNeurasthenia and hysteria at this time seem

to embrace most of those neurotic maladiesto embrace most of those neurotic maladies

we recognise today.we recognise today.

NeurastheniaNeurasthenia. The term ‘neurasthenia’, the. The term ‘neurasthenia’, the

most popular diagnosis made, was themost popular diagnosis made, was the

brainchild of Dr George Miller Beardbrainchild of Dr George Miller Beard

(1839–1883), an American psychiatrist. It(1839–1883), an American psychiatrist. It

is marked by fatigue, debility, insomniais marked by fatigue, debility, insomnia

and ‘aches and pains’. A condition as vagueand ‘aches and pains’. A condition as vague

and woolly as this invites vague and woollyand woolly as this invites vague and woolly

remedies: for example (remedies: for example (BMJBMJ, May 1896),, May 1896),

Dr Fleury remarks:Dr Fleury remarks:

‘Neurasthenias are notopento suggestion in the‘Neurasthenias are notopen to suggestion in the
same way as hysterical subjects. Mechanicalsame way as hysterical subjects. Mechanical
treatment as by the douche, baths of varioustreatment as by the douche, baths of various
temperatures, statical electricity, massage etc. istemperatures, statical electricity, massage etc. is
the most successful.The injection of non-poiso-the most successful.The injection of non-poiso-
nous fluids (Brown-Sequard testicular fluid, etc.)nous fluids (Brown-Se¤ quard testicular fluid, etc.)
sometimes useful, does not produce its effectssometimes useful, does not produce its effects
by anychemical or specific actions.’by anychemical or specific actions.’

Comparably, there is a zany report of aComparably, there is a zany report of a

paper (paper (Journal of Mental ScienceJournal of Mental Science, January, January

1894) in which a Dr Constantin Paul re-1894) in which a Dr Constantin Paul re-

commends in the treatment of neurastheniacommends in the treatment of neurasthenia

the ‘hypodermic injection of the extract ofthe ‘hypodermic injection of the extract of

the grey matter of the brain of sheep’.the grey matter of the brain of sheep’.

HysteriaHysteria. Any discussion on this subject. Any discussion on this subject

must, of necessity, include the influence ofmust, of necessity, include the influence of

suggestion either as a precipitating factorsuggestion either as a precipitating factor

or in the psychotherapeutic process. Of thisor in the psychotherapeutic process. Of this

overlap psychiatrists have been long awareoverlap psychiatrists have been long aware

and this has prompted the distinction be-and this has prompted the distinction be-

tweentween bona fidebona fide therapists and charlatans,therapists and charlatans,

of whom the most famous was Franz Antonof whom the most famous was Franz Anton

Mesmer (1733–1815) who was exposed asMesmer (1733–1815) who was exposed as

a fraud and driven out of Vienna. Thea fraud and driven out of Vienna. The

blurred differences between one and theblurred differences between one and the

other have been responsible for the varyingother have been responsible for the varying

fortunes of hypnotism. The dilemma wasfortunes of hypnotism. The dilemma was

excellently portrayed during a ‘Discussionexcellently portrayed during a ‘Discussion

on Hypnotism in Dublin’ (on Hypnotism in Dublin’ (BMJBMJ, 13 June, 13 June

1891). Dr F. R. Cruise confessed that ‘a1891). Dr F. R. Cruise confessed that ‘a

year ago he was quite undecided whetheryear ago he was quite undecided whether

the usual statements of the French obser-the usual statements of the French obser-

vers of hypnotism were ‘‘either facts, orvers of hypnotism were ‘‘either facts, or

more audacious falsehoods’’ ’. However, amore audacious falsehoods’’ ’. However, a

visit to Nancy and Paris had convincedvisit to Nancy and Paris had convinced

him that ‘hypnotism is a reality, and a greathim that ‘hypnotism is a reality, and a great

means towards cure, one that can never bemeans towards cure, one that can never be

crushed by ignorant and baseless criticism’.crushed by ignorant and baseless criticism’.

In the report of the discussion of twelveIn the report of the discussion of twelve

who joined in, eleven had experienced caseswho joined in, eleven had experienced cases

in which hypnotism had been followed byin which hypnotism had been followed by

relief and improvement. Only one of thoserelief and improvement. Only one of those

participating in the discussion objected toparticipating in the discussion objected to

its employment. It could be added that aits employment. It could be added that a

decade later at a similar meeting the ratiodecade later at a similar meeting the ratio

of yeas and nays might well have beenof yeas and nays might well have been

reversed.reversed.

The contradictory nature of opinionsThe contradictory nature of opinions

vis-a-vis the value of hypnotism is evidentvis-à-vis the value of hypnotism is evident

((BMJBMJ, 9 November 1889). In a meeting in, 9 November 1889). In a meeting in

England of Austrian and English psychia-England of Austrian and English psychia-

trists, ‘Prof. Krafft-Ebing spoke of thetrists, ‘Prof. Krafft-Ebing spoke of the

future of hypnotism in the treatment withfuture of hypnotism in the treatment with

some hope. We can only say that insome hope. We can only say that in

England the results of trial have been veryEngland the results of trial have been very

unsatisfactory’. However, the same warn-unsatisfactory’. However, the same warn-

ing is heard (ing is heard (LancetLancet, 7 February 1891) then, 7 February 1891) then

as today: ‘The case is of great importance,as today: ‘The case is of great importance,

as affording a warning that hysteria is notas affording a warning that hysteria is not

to be diagnosed without the utmost careto be diagnosed without the utmost care

in excluding every possible form of organicin excluding every possible form of organic

disease’.disease’.

There is yet another variety of real orThere is yet another variety of real or

assumed neurosis which is all too familiarassumed neurosis which is all too familiar

in today’s litigation-crazy climate. It isin today’s litigation-crazy climate. It is

raised in theraised in the BMJBMJ (April, 1895) under the(April, 1895) under the

heading ‘The Mental Aspect of Some Trau-heading ‘The Mental Aspect of Some Trau-

matic Neurosis’ with the comment, ‘It wasmatic Neurosis’ with the comment, ‘It was

shown how suggestions might play a partshown how suggestions might play a part

in originating new phenomena andin originating new phenomena and

prolonging those which have arisen directlyprolonging those which have arisen directly

from the accident’. A further reference tofrom the accident’. A further reference to

traumatic neurosis as a trap for the unwarytraumatic neurosis as a trap for the unwary

is seen in theis seen in the LancetLancet (17 January 1891).(17 January 1891).

The writer warns, ‘This [traumatic neuro-The writer warns, ‘This [traumatic neuro-

sis] is a convenient term, but like othersis] is a convenient term, but like other

terms which are convenient it is apt toterms which are convenient it is apt to

include far too much’.include far too much’.

The management of ‘insanity’The management of ‘insanity’
in generalin general

The term ‘insanity’ is used because, as hasThe term ‘insanity’ is used because, as has

already been explained, nosology in psy-already been explained, nosology in psy-

chiatry then was anything but well defined.chiatry then was anything but well defined.
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ONE HUNDRED YEARS AGOONE HUNDRED YEARS AGO

Again, it is necessary to stress that the pie-Again, it is necessary to stress that the pie-

in-the-sky dreams of the early reformersin-the-sky dreams of the early reformers

had been shattered. The idealised asylumshad been shattered. The idealised asylums

had become grossly overcrowded, under-had become grossly overcrowded, under-

valued, understaffed and underfunded – invalued, understaffed and underfunded – in

all, not the most propitious climate toall, not the most propitious climate to

engender bright new ideas. It is, therefore,engender bright new ideas. It is, therefore,

somewhat ironical for Dr George Savage,somewhat ironical for Dr George Savage,

an eminent and respected Victorian psy-an eminent and respected Victorian psy-

chiatrist, to echo the aspirations of the re-chiatrist, to echo the aspirations of the re-

formers (formers (LancetLancet, 31 October 1891) half a, 31 October 1891) half a

century on. It says:century on. It says:

‘There will be few who will not share his [Dr‘There will be few who will not share his [Dr
Savage’s opinion] as to the efficiency of restful,Savage’s opinion] as to the efficiency of restful,
pleasant surroundings inthe treatmentofmentalpleasant surroundingsinthe treatmentofmental
disorder as compared with the virtues ofdisorder as compared with the virtues of
‘‘medicine outof the bottle’’.’‘‘medicine outof the bottle’’.’

If the pious hopes of the reformers andIf the pious hopes of the reformers and

of Dr Savage had failed, what alternativesof Dr Savage had failed, what alternatives

were there other than the prayer that the re-were there other than the prayer that the re-

missions seen not infrequently as the naturalmissions seen not infrequently as the natural

history of mental diseases would come tohistory of mental diseases would come to

their rescue? There were alternatives, buttheir rescue? There were alternatives, but

they were merely palliatives or for the treat-they were merely palliatives or for the treat-

ment of symptoms. For example, how toment of symptoms. For example, how to

cope with motor overactivity, or frank vio-cope with motor overactivity, or frank vio-

lence, symptoms as common then as now?lence, symptoms as common then as now?

There was restraint – or ‘non-restraint’, orThere was restraint – or ‘non-restraint’, or

call it ‘moral treatment’ if preferred, thecall it ‘moral treatment’ if preferred, the

code of practice first advocated and prac-code of practice first advocated and prac-

tised by Pinel at the Salpetriere in revolu-tised by Pinel at the Salpêtrière in revolu-

tionary France, and later in England by thetionary France, and later in England by the

Tukes of York. This highly desirable codeTukes of York. This highly desirable code

was all too infrequently observed in Eng-was all too infrequently observed in Eng-

land’s asylums: straitjackets, manacles andland’s asylums: straitjackets, manacles and

leg irons had not yet been confined to psy-leg irons had not yet been confined to psy-

chiatric museums, and padded cells werechiatric museums, and padded cells were

commonplace well into the 20th century.commonplace well into the 20th century.

As for the ‘chemical cosh’, bromide,As for the ‘chemical cosh’, bromide,

paraldehyde and chloral hydrate, chemi-paraldehyde and chloral hydrate, chemi-

cally contrived in the mid-19th century,cally contrived in the mid-19th century,

were ubiquitous. It is relevant to quotewere ubiquitous. It is relevant to quote

((LancetLancet, 23 March 1889) a reference to a, 23 March 1889) a reference to a

paper by Dr Watson on the use of sulpho-paper by Dr Watson on the use of sulpho-

nal which is described as a useful and harm-nal which is described as a useful and harm-

less drug, although Dr Yellowlees addedless drug, although Dr Yellowlees added

that he had seen giddiness produced by it.that he had seen giddiness produced by it.

As a rider it can be added that both para-As a rider it can be added that both para-

ldehyde and chloral hydrate could becomeldehyde and chloral hydrate could become

drugs of addiction and they are, therefore,drugs of addiction and they are, therefore,

not as innocuous as described. The samenot as innocuous as described. The same

warnings apply to the barbiturates, an in-warnings apply to the barbiturates, an in-

creasingly popular drug in psychiatry fromcreasingly popular drug in psychiatry from

1903 onwards.1903 onwards.

There were other methods of treatment,There were other methods of treatment,

some of them idiosyncratic but harmless,some of them idiosyncratic but harmless,

and others hair-raisingly dangerous. Ofand others hair-raisingly dangerous. Of

the first variety is ‘cycling for the insane’the first variety is ‘cycling for the insane’

((Journal of Mental ScienceJournal of Mental Science, July 1890),, July 1890),

which its advocate says, ‘Rushing throughwhich its advocate says, ‘Rushing through

the air at 12 miles an hour, will lift thethe air at 12 miles an hour, will lift the

gloomiest thoughts from the mind, if onlygloomiest thoughts from the mind, if only

for a short period’. Music is also proposedfor a short period’. Music is also proposed

as a remedy (as a remedy (LancetLancet, 29 April 1891), of, 29 April 1891), of

which the writer says with justice, ‘the samewhich the writer says with justice, ‘the same

attraction of melody has been credited inattraction of melody has been credited in

our own days with curative property’. Ofour own days with curative property’. Of

the second variety of treatment, an examplethe second variety of treatment, an example

is seen in theis seen in the LancetLancet (3 February 1894)(3 February 1894)

entitled ‘Hypodermic Injection of Brainentitled ‘Hypodermic Injection of Brain

Extract in Mental Diseases’ (the source ofExtract in Mental Diseases’ (the source of

the brain extract is not identified). Thethe brain extract is not identified). The

author’s results are, not surprisingly, veryauthor’s results are, not surprisingly, very

modest: of six cases experimented with,modest: of six cases experimented with,

one was rated improved and five wereone was rated improved and five were

negative.negative.

There are two examples concerning theThere are two examples concerning the

use of drugs of addiction which are welluse of drugs of addiction which are well

worthy of mention if only because of theirworthy of mention if only because of their

relevance in today’s debates. The firstrelevance in today’s debates. The first

((BMJBMJ, 4 July 1890) is headed ‘Therapeutics, 4 July 1890) is headed ‘Therapeutics

of Indian Hemp’. The writer mentions hisof Indian Hemp’. The writer mentions his

cases in which the drug proves beneficial,cases in which the drug proves beneficial,

including anxiety, melancholia, mania,including anxiety, melancholia, mania,

chorea (where arsenic fails), migraine andchorea (where arsenic fails), migraine and

gastrodynia. He ends, ‘Its value is wellgastrodynia. He ends, ‘Its value is well

known to asylum physicians, but it doesknown to asylum physicians, but it does

not appear to have obtained the confidencenot appear to have obtained the confidence

of the profession generally’.of the profession generally’.

The second (The second (BMJBMJ, 18 March 1893) is, 18 March 1893) is

entitled ‘The Effects of Opium Smoking’.entitled ‘The Effects of Opium Smoking’.

The author, M. L. Baret, a French navalThe author, M. L. Baret, a French naval

surgeon, concludes: ‘Opium smoked occa-surgeon, concludes: ‘Opium smoked occa-

sionally . . . acts as a general tonic, and ansionally . . . acts as a general tonic, and an

economising agent to alcohol and to coca.economising agent to alcohol and to coca.

As to its mental action, it is the mostAs to its mental action, it is the most

powerful tonic that exists’.powerful tonic that exists’.

DoctorsDoctors v.v. lawyerslawyers

The relationship between members of theThe relationship between members of the

medical and legal professions has fluctuatedmedical and legal professions has fluctuated

over the years as does, say, the relationshipover the years as does, say, the relationship

between England and France – a mixture ofbetween England and France – a mixture of

hate and love with more emphasis on thehate and love with more emphasis on the

former than the latter.former than the latter.

At the time considered, the relationshipAt the time considered, the relationship

had reached its nadir: the altercationshad reached its nadir: the altercations

occurred most frequently during cross-occurred most frequently during cross-

examination by counsel and medical wit-examination by counsel and medical wit-

ness (‘forensic psychiatrists’ as a separateness (‘forensic psychiatrists’ as a separate

entity did not exist: Dr L. Forbes Winslowentity did not exist: Dr L. Forbes Winslow

and Dr Clifford Albutt, both distinguishedand Dr Clifford Albutt, both distinguished

physicians, for example, were frequentlyphysicians, for example, were frequently

engaged as witnesses). An alternativeengaged as witnesses). An alternative

source of rudery emanated from the learnedsource of rudery emanated from the learned

judge himself (judge himself (Journal of Mental ScienceJournal of Mental Science,,

April 1889):April 1889):

‘Mr Justice Field in addition to treating themedi-‘Mr Justice Field in addition to treating themedi-
cal witness with studious rudeness, refused tocal witness with studious rudeness, refused to

receive their opinion as to the sanity of the pris-receive their opinion as to the sanity of the pris-
oner. ‘‘He could no more dive into a man’s stateoner. ‘‘He could no more dive into a man’s state
of mind than I can’’, was his final laceratingof mind than I can’’, was his final lacerating
riposte.’riposte.’

A further case is not related to rudenessA further case is not related to rudeness

but to diametrically opposed opinions givenbut to diametrically opposed opinions given

by two judges in comparable cases. In a let-by two judges in comparable cases. In a let-

ter to theter to the LancetLancet (22 February 1888) Dr(22 February 1888) Dr

Forbes Winslow relates that in a case atForbes Winslow relates that in a case at

Maidstone, ‘The medical men examinedMaidstone, ‘The medical men examined

were asked whether in their opinion hewere asked whether in their opinion he

(the accused) was of unsound mind. The(the accused) was of unsound mind. The

answer was in the affirmative’. Dr Winslowanswer was in the affirmative’. Dr Winslow

goes on to say that he had gone downgoes on to say that he had gone down

to Leeds to give evidence in another caseto Leeds to give evidence in another case

of similar description and found that Mrof similar description and found that Mr

Justice Day had ruled exactly opposite.Justice Day had ruled exactly opposite.

His intemperate rebuff was framed thus:His intemperate rebuff was framed thus:

‘Experts are notto be asked questionswhichthe‘Experts are notto be asked questionswhichthe
jury are sworn to try.Youmay askmatters of factjury are sworn to try.Youmay askmatters of fact
as to what he saw or heard, but you must notas to what he saw or heard, but you must not
ask himwhether he is sane ornot.’ask himwhetherhe is sane or not.’

A rallying call in support of the medicalA rallying call in support of the medical

witnesses is made in thewitnesses is made in the LancetLancet (18(18

February 1893):February 1893):

‘We are strongly of the opinion that caseswhere‘We are strongly of the opinion that caseswhere
the existence of insanity is alleged ought neverthe existence of insanity is alleged ought never
be decidedwithoutmedical evidence.’be decidedwithoutmedical evidence.’

However, the most vitriolic expose ofHowever, the most vitriolic exposé of

the deteriorated relationship between thethe deteriorated relationship between the

two professions is seen in a leader (two professions is seen in a leader (LancetLancet,,

2 April 1904) headed ‘The Attitude of the2 April 1904) headed ‘The Attitude of the

Legal Profession towards the MedicalLegal Profession towards the Medical

Profession’:Profession’:

‘In a letter [‘In a letter [LancetLancet, 27 February 1904] Dr E., 27 February 1904] Dr E.
Magennis writing of the conduct of barristers inMagennis writing of the conduct of barristers in
Ireland, deplored the disappearance of theIreland, deplored the disappearance of the
courteous treatment of the medical witnesscourteous treatment of the medical witness
which once characterised cross-examinationwhich once characterised cross-examination
but which at the same time did not prevent thebut which at the same time did not prevent the
most vigorous investigation of the facts, and hemost vigorous investigation of the facts, and he
drew attention to the unwarranted imperti-drew attention to the unwarranted imperti-
nence, frequently amounting to positive insult,nence, frequently amounting to positive insult,
which appears to arise fromthe assumption thatwhich appears to arise fromthe assumption that
the medicalwitness must not only be prejudicedthe medical witnessmust not only be prejudiced
but ready to give perjured evidence on behalf ofbut ready to give perjured evidence on behalf of
the partyemployinghim.’the partyemploying him.’

The leader goes on, ‘such discourteousThe leader goes on, ‘such discourteous

treatment of the medical witness is not con-treatment of the medical witness is not con-

fined to the Irish courts but is compara-fined to the Irish courts but is compara-

tively rare in England’, and ends, ‘all suchtively rare in England’, and ends, ‘all such

witnesses are entitled by members of thewitnesses are entitled by members of the

bar with the respect due from one learnedbar with the respect due from one learned

profession to another’.profession to another’.

The Medico^PsychologicalThe Medico^Psychological
AssociationAssociation

The forerunner of the MPA, the Associa-The forerunner of the MPA, the Associa-

tion of Medical Officers of Asylums andtion of Medical Officers of Asylums and

Hospitals for the Insane, the brain-child ofHospitals for the Insane, the brain-child of

Samuel Hitch, was initially formed so thatSamuel Hitch, was initially formed so that
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ROLLINROLLIN

‘medical gentlemen connected with lunatic‘medical gentlemen connected with lunatic

asylums should be better known to eachasylums should be better known to each

other’. Those invited to attend the prelimin-other’. Those invited to attend the prelimin-

ary meeting in 1841 were all medical super-ary meeting in 1841 were all medical super-

intendents, theintendents, the grands seigneursgrands seigneurs of Britishof British

psychiatry at the time. In essence it was apsychiatry at the time. In essence it was a

cosy gentlemen’s dining club and as suchcosy gentlemen’s dining club and as such

it continued with distinct fluctuations init continued with distinct fluctuations in

its fortunes (in 1855 the membership wasits fortunes (in 1855 the membership was

a mere 121), but as a result of the prolifera-a mere 121), but as a result of the prolifera-

tion of new mental asylums during the sec-tion of new mental asylums during the sec-

ond half of the century the membership hadond half of the century the membership had

risen in 1894 (the beginning of the periodrisen in 1894 (the beginning of the period

concerned in this paper) to 523. Even so,concerned in this paper) to 523. Even so,

its annual general meeting, held on 11its annual general meeting, held on 11

May 1899, attracted approximately 50May 1899, attracted approximately 50

members; however, these included themembers; however, these included the

creme de la cremecrème de la crème of the psychiatric estab-of the psychiatric estab-

lishment such as it was, for example,lishment such as it was, for example,

Gardiner Hill, Helen Boyle, R. LangdonGardiner Hill, Helen Boyle, R. Langdon

Down, C. H. Bond, Ernest Jones, J. R.Down, C. H. Bond, Ernest Jones, J. R.

Lord, W. H. R. Rivers and F. W. Mott.Lord, W. H. R. Rivers and F. W. Mott.

The attendance at annual general meetingsThe attendance at annual general meetings

remained small, probably owing to theremained small, probably owing to the

difficulty of any but the superintendentsdifficulty of any but the superintendents

attending; juniors were often isolated andattending; juniors were often isolated and

in sole control of their asylum. (A possiblein sole control of their asylum. (A possible

further explanation of the poor attendancefurther explanation of the poor attendance

at meetings is the somewhat esoteric natureat meetings is the somewhat esoteric nature

of the papers read. For example (of the papers read. For example (LancetLancet, 5, 5

May 1900): ‘Dr W. J. Koenig will read aMay 1900): ‘Dr W. J. Koenig will read a

paper in English on ‘‘Pupillary Anomaliespaper in English on ‘‘Pupillary Anomalies

in Paralysis andin Paralysis and Non-paralysed Idiot Chil-Non-paralysed Idiot Chil-

dren and Non-dren and Non-paralysed Idiots and theirparalysed Idiots and their

Relation to Hereditary Syphilis’’ ’.) Politi-Relation to Hereditary Syphilis’’ ’.) Politi-

cally speaking, the Association was ancally speaking, the Association was an

impotent body with little influence on legis-impotent body with little influence on legis-

lation affecting the control of asylums andlation affecting the control of asylums and

the welfare of patients committed to them.the welfare of patients committed to them.

(In any event, if Parliament had deigned to(In any event, if Parliament had deigned to

seek advice, it would have been more likelyseek advice, it would have been more likely

to approach the Royal College of Physi-to approach the Royal College of Physi-

cians than the MPA, a much junior partnercians than the MPA, a much junior partner

in the association of medical colleges orin the association of medical colleges or

corporate bodies.) Of particular import-corporate bodies.) Of particular import-

ance in this context is the protest (ance in this context is the protest (LancetLancet,,

10 July 1897) to the Lunacy Act 189010 July 1897) to the Lunacy Act 1890

and its amendments. The protester writes:and its amendments. The protester writes:

‘The case is potent and obvious.The Lord Chan-‘The case is potent and obvious.The Lord Chan-
cellor is at the head of the lunacy system.Hencecellor is at the head of the lunacy system.Hence
the anomaly of the Lunatic Commission, en-the anomaly of the Lunatic Commission, en-
trusted with the supervision of the treatment oftrusted with the supervision of the treatment of
insanity throughout the kingdom, being mainlyinsanity throughout the kingdom, being mainly
composed of barristers. This ridiculous state ofcomposed of barristers. This ridiculous state of
affairs is aboutcomparable towhat would obtainaffairs is aboutcomparable towhat would obtain
if the Lord Chancellor was supreme over theif the Lord Chancellor was supreme over the
Admiralty when, no doubt, we should see anAdmiralty when, no doubt, we should see an
equal number of barristers and naval officersequal number of barristers and naval officers
commanding our fleets, while our captains ofcommanding our fleets, while our captains of
shipswould spend all their time in forms and cor-shipswould spend all their time in forms and cor-
respondence in regard on why Jack had had hisrespondence in regard on why Jack had had his
grog stopped.’grog stopped.’

EPILOGUEEPILOGUE

Two tears for psychiatryTwo tears for psychiatry

To parody the late Roy Porter in this finalTo parody the late Roy Porter in this final

section is not to deride him: on the con-section is not to deride him: on the con-

trary, this is an opportunity to praise himtrary, this is an opportunity to praise him

and honour his memory. But why swapand honour his memory. But why swap

his ‘cheers’ for my ‘tears’? The reason ishis ‘cheers’ for my ‘tears’? The reason is

simple. The composite picture of psychiatrysimple. The composite picture of psychiatry

in Britain at the end of the Victorian erain Britain at the end of the Victorian era

and a little beyond is chiefly one of unre-and a little beyond is chiefly one of unre-

mitting gloom. To quote Porter, but nowmitting gloom. To quote Porter, but now

verbatim: he refers to the fertile soil for psy-verbatim: he refers to the fertile soil for psy-

chiatry on the continent of Europe and inchiatry on the continent of Europe and in

North America around 1900 and contrastsNorth America around 1900 and contrasts

the situation in Britain, concluding thatthe situation in Britain, concluding that

here psychiatry one hundred years agohere psychiatry one hundred years ago

‘might be seen as a badland where for the‘might be seen as a badland where for the

most part, psychiatry remained somethingmost part, psychiatry remained something

of a retarded and stunted growth and theof a retarded and stunted growth and the

public tended to be at least lukewarm to-public tended to be at least lukewarm to-

wards the psychiatries old and new alike’wards the psychiatries old and new alike’

(Porter, 1998). I agree wholeheartedly with(Porter, 1998). I agree wholeheartedly with

Roy Porter’s adverse comment. This,Roy Porter’s adverse comment. This,

together with the massive evidence emer-together with the massive evidence emer-

ging from the foregoing, describes in gra-ging from the foregoing, describes in gra-

phic detail the parlous condition of Britishphic detail the parlous condition of British

psychiatry at one particular period in itspsychiatry at one particular period in its

history. Nevertheless, in a perverse way,history. Nevertheless, in a perverse way,

its badness serves a useful purpose – itits badness serves a useful purpose – it

affords a baseline from which one canaffords a baseline from which one can

measure the quantum leap psychiatry hasmeasure the quantum leap psychiatry has

taken during the 20th century.taken during the 20th century.
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